Many notations and supporting tools are available to be used for describing business processes, but most lack the ability to do more than a syntactic check on the form of the model. Checking that they correctly depict the semantics of the situation is left to inspection. In this paper we examine the uses that the analysable language Alloy can play in Process modelling. We explore its application to descriptions of the organisation and its rules, to the description of processes and in the meta-modelling of process models. From the experiment with modelling a somewhat complex organisational situation, we conclude that Alloy has potential to increase the value of process modelling.
The Alloy language
Alloy uses first order predicate logic over typed sets and relations. Typed sets represent domains, containing atoms which are immutable, indivisible and un-interpreted. Relations are the familiar relations from relational algebra and calculus. As in the relational algebra, sets and scalars are merely special cases: sets are relations of arity one, scalars are sets of cardinality one. The set operators (+ union, & intersection, -difference) and predicates ( = equality, in inclusion) , Boolean operators (&& and,|| or, => implies, and ! not), and integer arithmetic ( + , -) are supplemented by the relational join. r1.r2 denotes the inner join on matching values in the rightmost field of r1 with the leftmost field of r2 i.e. <a,c> is in r1.r2 iff there exist b such that <a,b> in r1 and <b,c> in r2. The relational join encompasses the familiar dot notation of object navigation when r1 is a scalar.
The following examples use a subset of the full Alloy language. The full language has a richer set of constructs, and shortcut forms to allow models to be written more succinctly.
Alloy development
The developments of the Alloy language and its tool set at MIT in progress [13] include the addition of subtyping and model visualisation. A clean version of subtyping would increase the expressiveness of the language. Since at present the only types are the base types, fields defined in an extension to the set extend the base type, so that two subsets cannot add fields of the same name, and relations are always defined over the base types. Visualisation of the model itself (as opposed to visualisation of generated instances) would clearly be useful.
Structural Modelling

A university example
At the University of Borsetshire, the processes of student enrolment, assessment, course transfer and completion, as well as the slower processes of course modification, take place against a background of modules, courses, students and the complex relationships that bind them into a system. Part of this system is concerned with Modules (units of teaching and assessment). Modules are inter-related in four important ways:
Level : Modules are grouped by the Level of difficulty, and Levels are ordered Pre-requisites : A pre-requisite B means B must be passed before A is taken Co-Requisites : A co-requisite B means B must be taken at the same time as A Excludes : A excludes B means that, if A has been passed, B can't be taken later -but not vice-versa (because B is contained within A for example)
We can show the situation in a UML Class diagram [Fig 1 ] One may observe that this diagram is not particularly informative. In particular, there is nothing to distinguish between the three homogeneous (or recursive) relationships despite the very different rules which pertain to each. Pre-requisites define an acyclic graph, co-requisites are an equivalence group (nearly) and excluded is non-symmetric. One can imagine that the meaning and interaction between these relationships can be the topic of hours of interesting discussion with users.
Alloy Model
We shall develop an Alloy model of this situation.
sig Level {}
Here we define a type to represent the level of difficulty of a Module. Later we will constrain Levels to be ordinal. Note that Level actually denotes the set of Levels, not a type, although type checking uses a corresponding hidden type. When the Alloy Analyser executes the model, the cardinality of the Level set and all others must be defined.
sig Module { disj prereq, --modules which must have been passed coreq, --modules which must be taken concurrently excludes --modules which cannot be taken if this module passed : set Module, --specifies a multiplicity of 0..* level : Level --a multiplicity of 1 }
Here we have defined a second type to represent the units of teaching and assessment, together with three homogeneous relations <Module, Module> and a relation with Level <Module, Level>. We refer to these relations as prereq or as Module$prereq if ambiguous. The keyword disj specifies that the three relations prereq, coreq and excluded are disjoint. Hence for all Modules m, the sets m.prereq, m.coreq and m.excludes are also disjoint.
The module structure is further constrained by a number of rules or facts: This fact is expressed in calculus form, but we could also express the same constraint in algebraic form, using some relational constants:
We read this as: the intersection of the relation coreq with the identity relation <Module, Module> is empty.
prereq
The prereq relation must be acyclic -no module can be a prerequisite of itself, directly or indirectly. Alloy's transitive closure operator, ^r ( meaning r + r.r + r.r.r + r.r.r.r …) is made analysable by the finite scope of Alloy models and this condition can be defined directly: We use the Ord generic, which will be imported from a separate Alloy file, to specify that Level is an Ordinal (rather than merely Nominal) and associated helper functions. We will use this generic to establish two further rules: An instance is generated! We change the assertion to a fact to make this an invariant too. Further runs fail to show any incorrect examples.
Observations
Three observations may be made. First, much of the semantics remains unexpressed -the difference between passed modules and taken modules requires a model of the process that a student undertakes as he passes through the University. Our model describes only those constraints between modules that are independent of their role in the student process. We will need to add this student process to fully describe these semantics.
Secondly, the greater part of the constraints of even the structural aspects cannot be expressed in diagrammatic form. The UML class diagram could be improved a little with additional adornments but would still fail to fully depict the constraints. Undoubtedly, the Class diagram is useful, as one way to visualise the structure, but it is only a view, emphasising some features, such as the types involved in relations, and ignoring others. Research into richer graphical notation is on-going (e.g. Kent [17] ), but it remains likely that some textual representation would continue to be required. This is clearly the case if the model is to be analysed. With UML, these additional constraints could be expressed in OCL [20] . OCL has built-in data types which include numbers, sequences, sets and bags which make it more expressive than Alloy. However OCL has to handle a more complex meta-model which includes subclass and parametric polymorphism, operator overloading, multiple inheritance and introspection. OCL defines only the constraints additional to the Class diagram, has a more operational flavour and, crucially for our model, lacks a closure operation. Whilst there are some tools for parsing and simulating OCL, OCL is not analysable.
Thirdly, model building has a very different feel with Alloy. It feels more like programming, and offers the same rewards when a model works and frustrations when it is does not. It seems the use of Alloy refutes Bertrand Meyer's slogan -"Bubbles don't crash". Models typically crash either because the constraints are too restrictive, so that no instances are possible, or instances appear that are forbidden in the domain being modelled. Instance generation is extremely valuable in model development. As many have noted, for example Alexander [1] , it is much easier to spot a misfit than it is to create a general theory of fitness. As the example illustrates, constraints can be surprisingly tricky to get right. This suggests a style of clientanalyst cooperative analysis, the client suggesting or checking instances, the analyst developing the abstract model.
Dynamic Models
The Problem of Life
The Alloy language allows us to go beyond the representation of static structure. We can also model evolving systems through the use of states. Alloy has no in-built notion of state or operations, but these can be easily simulated. In fact this lack is an advantage since it allows the modeller to choose a meta-model appropriate to the task. 
Alloy model
Cell is modelled as a type. The matrix is defined by relationships between Cells. Those to the Cells to the right and below are essential, but other derived relationships are useful in expressing the model. Note that for a cell c at the top edge, the join of c with the relation above merely yields an empty set of type Cell. Likewise c.~below, which is equivalent to below.c, yields the empty set of type Cell so the invariant holds for these cells as well as for interior cells.
The top-leftmost Cell is modelled as a special case by defining a subset of Cell. Extension in Alloy allows additional sets to be defined, which may have additional relations, but these are just subsets, not subtypes. The only types are the base types. Subtyping as used in an Object-oriented language introduces much complexity and subsets are in any case frequently more useful, since subsets need not be mutually exclusive and can be defined by intension.
static sig Root extends Cell {} --static denotes a cardinality of 1
As in the university example, it is no trivial problem to establish the minimum constraints to define a square matrix of Cells. We will omit these rules here.
The game proceeds in generations. Each generation is fully characterised by the set of live Cells. An instance of Gen represents the state of the system at a step. Now constrain the Generations to be ordered, and require the change between Generations for all Cells to be constrained by our rule. The first Generation is left unconstrained. Alloy discovers a final configuration comprising four live cells in a square.
Observations
The exploration of dynamic population properties is simplified in Alloy by the reification of state, allowing relationships between states to be expressed straightforwardly. For example we can explore the Life system for stable configurations by constraining successive generations to have the same set of live cells.
This approach works well if there are many simple, tightly coupled processes. Here, process interaction is handled by shared state and all processes advance synchronously. Alloy has proved successful in modelling a range of distributed algorithms and it would be interesting to explore its application to organisational processes. Modelling change through global state changes constrained by transition rules shifts attention from a view of organisational processes based on a defined sequence of actions and communications, towards a more organic, perhaps we can say more fluxist perspective. We see a business as a collaborating society of actors and artefacts, constrained by networks of relationships and obeying local rules, with certain global behaviour, designed or otherwise, being the overall outcome. Cellular automata, such as the Game of Life, have long been considered to be a demonstration of emergence, showing that stable, entity-like structures can emerge from simple low-level distributed processes.
Single Process models
Problem
Many organisational processes are complex with weak interactions between processes. Traditionally state machines have been used to model these situations. UML State Diagrams, Activity Diagrams and RAD models can be viewed as variants of this approach. These are widely used to visualise interaction between processes and the sequential constraints on actions. Tools for checking state machines are available such as the Symbolic Model Verifier (SMV) or nuSMV [23] However, as in our University case, actions can also be constrained by the structure in which they take place. It is often not possible to ignore the inter-dependence between structural and temporal constraints. Valuable though the diagrams are for visualisation, and for user interaction, understanding more complex interactions requires an approach which allows both types of constraint to be addressed in the same language.
In the University case study, we would like to describe the progress of a student as she enrols in a course, takes and sometimes passes modules, advances to successive stages, each associated with a level and finally graduates. This progress is constrained by University rules. A student: must pass two modules at each stage before proceeding to the following stage cannot take a module already passed cannot take a module which has been excluded by a module already passed cannot take a module unless all its pre-requisites have been passed can only take modules which are at the same level as the current stage must take co-requisite modules at the same time may be suspended at any time and cannot progress until reinstated can graduate when two modules at the final stage have been passed A graduating student who has never been suspended and never failed a module graduates with Honours. Otherwise the graduate is an Ordinary graduate.
A simplified UML State diagram is shown in Fig 4 . 
Alloy Model
One approach to modelling this in Alloy is focus on a single student, since there is no interaction between students (for the purposes of this model at least).
We define a type that has a set of relations which, taken together, define a student's state. The Alloy Analyser will now attempt to find an instance of the full model, and the result, if any, is visualised.
We believe that when the student finishes there should be no excluded modules: Alloy finds an example where an excluded module is taken before the module which excludes it. This example helps to understand that although exclusion is symmetric as far as pre-and co-requisites, it is asymmetric dynamically. The semantics of this relation cannot be understood without considering both aspects.
Observations
Reification of both states and events allows us to express more complex constraints than a simple state machine would allow. For example, the transition to Honours depends not on the current state alone but on previous states, and on the event history. In Alloy we can express this directly as: This avoids the need to introduce artificial states which a state machine description would require, without compromising our ability to analyze the model.
One aspect of the problem has not been represented in this model: constraints on co-requisites require modules to be taken several at a time. Our model can easily be expanded to allow a set of Modules as the parameter for canTake.
The full Alloy model seems somewhat verbose but much of the bookkeeping, such as adding the frame conditions and the event tracking could be added by a pre-processor, either from a higher-level textual definition or a from a graphical interface.
Multiple Processes
Problem
Modules have a life too. A module has a limited capacity to take Students, and the University can decide to make the module available or withdraw it from the programme. In this description, a module has only two states: available and unavailable. Its events are:
Open, Close -affecting only a single Module Take, Pass, Fail -affecting a Student and a Module
Borsetshire is a small University so the capacity of each module is limited to 2 students.
Since module capacity makes little sense with only a single Student, the model must be expanded to model multiple Student Processes as well.
Several styles of modelling multiple Processes are possible. Which style is appropriate will depend upon the problem. The approach we will take here is to model the global state of the system, as we did with the Game of Life. In general, at each state change, a single event occurs, affecting one or more students and/or one or more modules.
Alloy Model
The changes to the model are mostly straightforward. We represent the full System State as: We now have ternary relationships, such as taking (<SysState,Student,Module>) to represent the modules being taken by a given Student in a given SysState. Since there are now multiple Students, we have reified the Student's mode as Smode. The state of a Module is simply modelled as its presence or absence from the set available. As before, we track the event which caused the transition INTO each SysState. Similar changes are required to parameterise studTrans. Module transitions also need to be defined, as well as the doNothing actions. 
Observations
Modelling multiple concurrent processes with shared events and shared state is straightforward. However the state space expands greatly as multiple processes are added. To analyse a model with 2 levels, 2 passes per level, 3 students and 4 Modules would require nearly 30 Events and 30 SysStates to graduate two students. Models of this size stretch the capability of the current SAT solvers.
Arguably, business processes tend to be large but rather sparse in interaction. In the face of the likely intractability of analysis of such large models, an alternative approach may be worth investigating. Simulation tools such as USE [10] for OCL provide interactive simulation of processes. The Alloy toolset could be extended to provide a similar tool. The simulator would first use the analyser to find an instance conforming to initial conditions. The user would choose one of the events to occur, and the analyser would use the prior state, the chosen event and the model to generate a successor state for the system, if there is one.
Implicit Sequencing
The Problem
Organisational processes are often, at heart, concerned with the construction of a complex aggregation of parts. For example Kawalek and Greenwood [16] use a RAD model to define the process of writing an appraisal, from proposal, through market analysis, legal opinion and report writing. A class of processes can be recognised in which there are only additions to a complex aggregate, never deletions or changes. For example, changes to customer accounts are write-only: a change to an entry must, for audit purposes, be made by a further contra entry, not by changing the original. Moreover, processes which interact with other, remote processes, such as a person or another company, do so with multiple messages, not by updating their state..
We can convert the Student process into this form. In the model above, a module which has been Passed or Failed is removed from the set of taking modules. In a write-only version, we record each taking of a model, together with, in time, the assessment, Pass or Fail. Modules being taken are simply those with no assessment. This approach is clearer if we depict the student process as a Entity Life History (ELH) [14] . 
Alloy Model
We can map the ELH directly into Alloy provided that we can represent the sequence, iteration and selection constructs. We start with a very loosely defined structure: and the parallelism in the set of Registrations follows for the lack of a sequential constraint. As before, we can then add the constraints expressing business rules on which modules can be being taken, and the definition of Honours and Ordinary graduates. A similar approach can be taken to the modelling of the Module process. Suspension and reinstatement must be modelled as a separate process since these are largely independent events, weakly coupled to the student's academic life.
Discussion
In this approach to process modelling, we exploit the duality between a process and its product. The use of an ELH description of the process helps to identify the invariants of the product structure, resulting in a model as fully defined by invariants as possible. The dynamic constraints are limited to a general condition that one event occurs at a time, and process interactions, such as those between a student's suspendreinstate life and their academic life.
The range of processes which admit to this style of modelling and the utility of such descriptions remains to be explored.
Generalisations
Patterns (in the common-or-garden sense) such as those described in Martin Fowler's excellent collection of business data models [8] must also be carefully defined. Fowler used Class and Sequence diagrams but often the most interesting part of the model, such as hierarchical relationships, could only be expressed informally. Moreover, it is inevitable that without analytical support, even the most competent modeller will sometimes omit constraints. Yet if a pattern is to be used in practice, the more subtle, less easily visualised constraints form just as important a part of the full model as those which are given prominence in the diagram.
Meta-models, which we may regard as more generalised patterns defining a style of modelling, are ubiquitous. For example, in a recent book on process modelling [3] , 6 of the 20 chapters contain descriptions of proposed meta-models. Making meta-models precise is hard work, as the debate over the precise semantics of UML models illustrates. Jackson found that even with OCL definitions, constraints were too weak, allowing instances of the meta-model which are clearly unintended.
More generally still, Alloy has a role in the education of analysts. A deep understanding of fundamental constructs such as sets, relations, functions, the meaning of entity and state models is more attainable in the Alloy environment. After seeing the chaos which ensues when a frame condition is omitted in a state model, one gains an almost visceral understanding of the concept. Experimentation and instantiation is invaluable in developing a deep understanding of the meaning of a model, as a description of a space of possibilities. The dialectic between the general and the particular surely lies at the heart of the modelling task. Developing declarative models is hard, especially for those more used to imperative programming. A solid model is the result of numerous drafts, puzzles posed and sometimes solved, fresh approaches tried.
Conclusion
Alloy and its analyser appear to be a valuable addition to the process analyst's armamentarium. The ability to handle both structural and temporal aspects in the same model is particularly useful in expressing problem semantics. Modelling is concise and the expressiveness of the language is appropriate for many, but not all, of the typical business rules. There is scope to develop the tool set further to support business process modelling. We believe Alloy to be particularly valuable in a teaching context.
As with any modelling technique, the analyst needs to develop a keen sense of where the precision of an Alloy model would be of benefit within the totality of analytical and design activities. 
